Giving Easy Flush
the thumbs up!
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Printed on environmentally friendly paper.

Every care has been taken in the preparation of this brochure, but Metsä Tissue Ltd can not be held responsible
for the accuracy of the information herein, or any consequence arising from it.
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Easyflush Solving even those tricky challenges…
Some tissue needs are especially challenging…

Easy solutions for special conditions
In contrast to conventional products, Katrin EasyFlush®
tissue paper is completely water soluble without
impacting product functionality.

Toilet systems whose operation is based on negative
Pressure are used on aeroplanes, trains, and ships,
but they are sensitive to malfunctions.

The Katrin EasyFlush range begins to disintegrate, sooner,
faster and into much finer particles than other tissue
papers, greatly reducing the risk of blockages in all of the
problem areas outlined.

Poorly dissolving paper can cause blockages anywhere
throughout the narrow systems and can also get caught
on the urine scale which is deposited on the pipes.

Improper use is often the reason for a blocked drain. Hand towels
into the toilet bowl or sink can easily block a vacuum toilet or a
sensitive wastewater piping system. And “young minds” have
often felt the need to conduct experiments by dumping tissue
down often very old drainage systems just for fun!

Cost savings are created through a reduction in expensive
resource/maintenance costs and user satisfaction/brand
value is retained much more effectively.
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The EasyFlush tissue products are also the right size to fit
in the integrated toilet facilities with fixed dispensers that
can be found on most public transport vehicles.
It is also important to know that Katrin Plus grade
products are also made with pure, top quality virgin fibres
which are longer so they naturally bond together, which
means we use less glue in the paper making process. It is
the glue used to bind fibres together which makes other
products (and especially recycled products) harder to
break down and so more liable to cause blockages.

Lesser quality/recycled
Drain systems in old parts of cities as well as water-saving
toilet bowls in newly constructed buildings increase the
risk of blockages, and often, blockages are difficult to
find if they are outside a communal infrastructure.
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Easyflush

Negative pressure systems
Water saving systems
Old drainage systems
Small bore/sensitive pipes
Product misuse
Product overuse

Increasing use of recycled material, containing large
amounts of binding glue, also presents issues with these
types of products dissolving considerably more slowly
than pure virgin fibre products.

Any type of blockage is a hygiene risk. And usually these
drainage issues occur in environment where large numbers of
people pass through – transport systems, schools, offices etc.
This represents ideal bacteria breeding conditions, resulting in
the spread of infections and an enormous impact on sick time.
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